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If you receive a request to install Physitrack interface please use the following guidelines to
assist in the process.

Time of Request

● To initiate the request please email sales@physitrack.com and request the customer
account be configured for using the integration.

● Ensure there is a Customer case created for the implementation project.

Pre-Installation Steps

● The client must be on a minimum of Release Service Pack 2018.2
● Please confirm with the customer that they have a Physitrack account enabled and

that they informed Physitrack that they are a Raintree client.
● Obtain the “Company Token” from the client that should have been provided to them

by Physitrack.

Installation Guide

Server Updater

1. In Raintree, install the appropriate SU package for Physitrack.
a. This is in the interfaces section of Server Updater if an individual package is

needed.
b. Current Packages: Included in specialty therapy release and early adopter

service packs.

Module Configuration Setup
1. Access Module Config in Raintree.

a. Main Menu>Utilities>System Admin Utilities> Module Config
b. Register Module
c. Double click on the registered Physitrack module
d. Enter the Company Token:
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e. If the client will be using simple integration and Telehealth only, leave
“EnableEMRIntegration” option as No

f. If client will be utilizing HEP features from activities list, set
“EnableEMRIntegration” to Yes

g. Mode should be “Production”
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h. Save Changes
i. Reopen the Physitrack Module
j. Navigate to the Maintenance Tab and then select “Run”

k. This will open a screen showing all providers who have an email address in
the provider table.

l. Select the appropriate providers and select “Add Provider Accounts”
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m. This will automatically create and link user accounts for these providers in
Physitrack.

Configuration
1. When adding new providers to the provider table there are 2 options to enable and

link provider accounts.  Manual & Automatic.  (Automatic is recommended)
a. Automatic Set Up

b. In Raintree go into the Provider Table and select a physitrack provider
you need to link.

c. Click on “Physitrack Setup”
d. Click on Register Provider in Physitrack.

e. The SSO API Key should generate a code:
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f. Save the record.
g. Manual Set Up (completed by client)

i. There are 2 steps to link the providers in Raintree and Physitrack
ii. The Web-API key allows providers to generate and create home

programs and should be completed by an administrator for the client.
1. Login to PT Direct in Physitrack
2. Go to Practitioners
3. Click on a practitioner
4. In the practitioner details, you will see the Physitrack API key (as

shown below).
5. This API key is used for the web-API.  Note: if you don't see an

API key, this means that the data-API has not yet been enabled
for this PT Direct account.

a. Have the client reach out to their client representative at
Physitrack.
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iii. Copy this API Key
iv. In Raintree go into the Provider Table and select the same provider you

just accessed in Physitrack
v. Click on “Physitrack Setup”

vi. Paste the Web-API Key in the “Web API Key” section

vii. Next, you must use the SSO API Key to allow providers access to
Physitrack through single sign-on

viii. In the provider table > Physitrack set up
ix. Click on “Generate API Key”
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x. After you generate the API key, you have to copy/paste that into
Physitrack, using the "copy to clipboard" button

xi. Log into Physitrack in your browser
xii. Go to “My Account”, “Settings”
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h. Verify that the access points to Physitrack are now visible.
i. There is access from the patient menu, and within the EMR, if the

customer is using TVIST or LTNOT.  If the customer has a custom EMR
screen, then you may need to add the link widget manually.

i. Additional features are available in TVIST, so also verify that these items are
visible on the .rtm
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Testing the Integration

1. To test Physitrack you must be logged in as a provider with an active API key
2. The patient must have an email address defined in Patient demographics
3. Go into a patient’s file and you should see your link to Physitrack

4. You can also access Physitrack from the patient emr in the HEP section which
functions very similarly to other Integrated HEP programs.

5. Test the enhanced integration with the activities tab
6. In the activities, tab select the Assign New HEP Button
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7. This will open the Search window.  Enter a value to search and select “search
templates”

8. Select any of the templates that are available

a. The template selected will be displayed, showing the associated activities, as
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well as any PROMs or Patient Education that will be sent to the patient
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b. Navigate to the Settings Tab

9. You must select a duration, then you can choose to adjust the other values as
appropriate.  Then select “Assign HEP”

10.The pdf will be downloaded and open for review and save
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11.Once saved, the exercises from the HEP will be added to the Raintree activities list
with the prefix [HEP], and a link to the full HEP will be visible on the note
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Training
Responsible Party: Physitrack does not do formal training for this module. They do provide
guides for their user interface.  Raintree will need to provide a quick demonstration of the
module.

Workflow Videos
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